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best remedy is iodide of potassium joined with sarsaparilla,
good diet, and keeping the patient if possible during con-
aleseoe in the open air. If it be necessary to vary the

treatment, cod-liver oil, or quinine, will be found the
best medicines.

MIJSCELLIEA.
Amongst a few excerpta minora of more or less interest in

the hospitals this month, is a new form of &Cra8eur, by M.
Heurteloup, from which great things are expected. A cu-
rious and very rare case of fracture of the astragalus was
seen at St. Mary's. Several cases also unfortunately of
" hospital gangrene" at various hospitals, the best remedy
for wbich seeims to be the irrigatiou of cold water recom-
mended by Mr. COCK. This experienced surgeon states he
has tried almost every mode of cure, but the irrigation plan
alone has not disappointed him. The disease is said to be as
prevalent in some English provincial hospitals as it has bece
m London. A case of ovarian cyst where we recently saw
Ixii of tincture of iodine injected, has ended fatally. A more
promising case has been mentioned as baving occurred at
Cheltenham. In resections of the knee joint there is no-
thinog new, in two cases of diseased knee not very dis-
similar. Mr. URE, in one, amputated; Mr. SOUTI, in the
other, excised-both are doing very well. The chief want
is pure air, as at Jersey or Afargate. A new instrument of
much power has been constructed and exhibited by the
instrument-maker at St. George's Hospital, for breaking
large calculi (as a nutcracker alimost), when the stonie is
too large to be extracted through the incision in the pros-
tate. The object is a practical one. K.

erigiaiIInnuniratinn .
ON ARSENIC-EATING.

Bv W. I}. KESTEVEN, Esq., F.R.C.S.

[ContinuedI from payp 722.j

A TRANSLATION of Dr. Von Tschudi's article having in a pre
vious communication been laid before the reader, it will be
evident to all who have read the versions of the story of the
Styrian arsenic-eaters that have appeared in an English
dress, that they have all been derived from that source, and
with it therefore must stand or fall. It is truc that the
picture has in some instances received additional colouring
in its passage through the hands of various wonder-dealers.
Deprived, however, of all these additions, it still appears as
a structure having a foundation of sand-altogether wanting
that solid foundation of indisputable fact, which must yet
be furnished before it can be received among the undoubted
facts of science. 8

The eager credence given to mere marvels by person
untrained in scientific scepticism, affords ample scope to
writers in pseudo-scientific, or unscientific, publicationse
but those who have been accustomed to the stricter logio
of medical reasoning, may be excused if they hesitate t
accept as proof bare hearsay statements.

In the present article, we propose to criticise the media
through which the story has been brought before the British
public, and to notice the reception it has met with among
those most fitted by education, by ability, and by special
study, to judge of its credibility.
The most influential English work in which the tale

of the Styrian arsenic-eaters has appeared is, because
apparently scientific, that by the late Professor John-
ston, entitled The Chemistry of Common Life.* The
author begins his chapter entitled " The Poisons we
Select", by admitting that " arsenic is well known as a
violent poison": and then proceeds to inform his readers
* Published in the first instance in the paps of BlaIewoo* Magaue.

that, "in very minute doses, it is known to profesional men
as a tonic and alterative, and is sometimes administered with
a view to these effects. It is remarkable, also", he added,
" for exercising a peculiar influence upon the skin, and is
therefore occasionally employed in cutaneous diseases."
These statements form a plausible preface to the intro-
duction of the Styrian romance; but being nearly equally
well founded, must not be suffered to pass unchallenged.
The tonic properties of arsenic, for instance, have here
been taken for granted. The tedious process of adducing
proof thereof, inot being, it may be supposed, considered
requisite in a popular treatise, all trouble under that head
is saved. The late Dr. Pereira, on this question, says:
" Some writers go so far as to assert that it is a strengthen-
inig remedy, and that it imnproves the appetite, invigorates
digestion, l)romotes assimilation and secretion, excites the
muscular and nervous functions-in a word, acts as a tonic.
(Elements of Materia tl'edicu, vol. i, p. 701, 4th edit.) I
cannot, however, subscribe to this doctrine. It is, indeed,
true that patients sometimes experience a temporary in-
crease of appetite from the use of small doses of arsenic;
and it is also certain that this remedy is frequently bene-
ficial in agues and other diseases in which tonics have been
found efficacious. But the analogy between the action of
arsenious acid and that of the vegetable tonics, as cinichona,
stops here. I have sought in vain for other evidences of a
tonic operation." Dr.Pereirathen enumerates the effects the
symptomns produced by prolonged use of arsenic in lepra-
" effects", he adds, "which are so different from those pro-
duced by remcdies called strengthening, that I cannot re-
gard arsenic as a tonic." The attribution of tonic pro-
perties to arsenic is, in this case, an example of that
loose reasoning which seizes upon points of supposed
resemblance, and, losing sight altogether of essentially
distinctive differences between two things, assumes at
once the existenace of identity. Arsenic exerts its bene-
ficial influence upon the system by its catalytic opera-
tion upon the blood. (Headland, Essay on the Action
of Medicine&, London, 1852, p. 158.) If, ia consequence of
the changes thereby induced, disease disappears, and an im-
provement of the health takes place, it does not follow, any
more thanafter the use of depletion or purgation, that a tonic
has been administered. If such inferences be accepted, there
must ensue an incomprehensible confusion of terms. It is
not, however, only for these reasons that I protest against
the terms applied by Dr. Johnston to arsenic, but on ac-
count of the peril that is occasioned by the inculcation of
such erroneous notions into the public muind.

Dr. Johnston thus expatiates upon the alleged advan-
tageous results of this practice of arsenic eating:-

" The Styrian peasant girl, stirred by an unconsciously
growing attachment-confiding scarcely to herself her secret
feelings, and taking counsel of her inherited wisdom only-
really adds, by the use of h ifiri, to the natural graces of her
filling and rounding form, paints with brighter hues her
blushing cheeks and tempting lips, and imparts a new and
winning lustre to her sparkling eye. Every one sees and
admires the reality of her growing beauty; the young men
sound her praises, and become suppliants for her favour. She
triumphs over the affections of all, and compels the chosen
one to her feet.

" Thus even cruel arsenic, so often the minister of crime
and the parent of sorrow, bears a blessed jewel in its fore-
head; and, as a love-awakener, becomes at times the har-
binger of happiness, the soother of ardent longings, the
bestower of contentmeut and peace!"

Dr. Johnston repeats all the statements of Von Tschudi,
and then adding to the supposed tonic powers of arsenic,
explains the supposed charm-endowing and renovating
attributes of arsenic by a theory that. it arrests meta-
morphosis of tissue. " Experiment", he predicts, "will
probably show that it lessens the waste of the body, and
especially that it diminishes the quantity of carbonic acid
discharged from the lungs in a given time." It is cu-
rious that we should meet with this hypothetical ex-
planation in immediate juxtaposition with a confesion
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of inorance: "The physiological nature of this influence,
ad how arsenic comes to exercise it, we canapt even con-
jecture"; and following also upon the prominent assertion
of the tonic properties of arsenic. The only way of account-
ing for such diwrepancies, is to bear in mind the dubious
character of the subject under consideration.
Had the life of the clever author been spared, he would

doubtless ere now have recognised the danger of so lightly
trting so grave a matter. The "felon literature" of
modern times has already made many too wise in the art of
chronic and secret poisoning. The vitiated tastes of the
eager readers of books in which the murderer is endowed
with all laudable attributes, commanding talents, and at-
tractive qualities, are only too prone to receive, in all the
fulness of their credulity, any assertion, however hazardous,
that may tally with the hateful knowledge already acquired.
If, moreover, such marvellous statements appear, invested
with all the prestige and authority of science, can we be
surprised if the poisoner shall seek to screen himself behind
seemingly authentic and unanswerable statements of the
innocuousness of the agent he has employed, and which
chemical analysis has demonstrated beyond possibility of
his denial?
De mortuis nil ntisi bonrum is a hackneyed maxim, but it

should nevertheless be strictly regarded, provided the bonrnz
of the dead become not the malurn of the living. In this
particular instance, however, of Dr. Johnston's arsenic eat-
ine romance, the dangers to the living far outweigh the
sacredness of the memory of the dead; and forbid any
hesitation or false delicacy in pointing out the evils attend-
ant on the ready acceptance of the marvellous tale set
forth in the volumes alluded to.

It has been from no want of respect for the memory of
the late Dr. Johnston that the present criticisms have
been penned; but from a conviction of the dangers accru-
ing to society from such want of caution and prudence in
putting forth such startling statements on mere hearsay
evidence, at second and third hand, by a member of the
medical profession, with all the responsibilities of his
medical character.

Another medium, through which the story of the Sty-
rian arsenic-eaters has been very widely circulated, is
Chambers' Joutrnal, in which several articles have been
published, under the attractive title of " The Poison Eaters".
In all the alleged facts, Dr. Von Tschudi's narrative is
closely followed; at the same time, certain physiologi-
cal comments are appended: these, however, not emanating,
from a medical source, need not here.bc commented upon.
The author, Mr. Boner of Ratisbon, is, I believe, a gentle-
man of literary pursuits, but, not being a member of the
medical profession, is probably not accustomed to so close
an exercise of his reasoning powers on medical questions, as
is demanded in medical investigations. I cite one in-
stance in illustration of my remarks. I am iniformed
that the habit of arsenic eating, once formed, cannot be
discontinued without danger to life, as symptoms of poi-
soning immediately supervene: yet a case is related of a
man who had taken arseinic from his twenty-seventh to
his sixty-third year, and then had ceased to take it for
upwards of two years, and had merely suffered from oc-
casional attacks of colic; lie evidence being adduced why
he should not have suffered from these independently of the
previous arsenic-eatingr. The accounts published in Chan-
bers' Jotrnal have all been derived from "hearsay"; the
writer thereof not having personally witnessed the admini-
stration of the alleged arsenic, nor scrutinised the substance
said to have been taken, nor witnessed the feats he states
to have been performed under its influence.*

The latest work, having any pretensions to a scientific
character, in which I have found mention of the so-called
arsenic eaters, is Von Bibra's Die Narkotischen Gienuss-
miittel uind der Jfensch. This author, however,-derives all
his information on the matter from the published state-

I shall have occasion, further on, to express my obligation to Mr.
Boner, for assistance rendered in my endeavour to ascertain the grounds
upon which the "Romance" has been related.

ment of Dr. Von Tschudi. Therefore this chapter, of "MIan
and his Narcotic Indulgences", is entitled to no more con-
fidence than can be claimed for pudo-scientific articles
in Ckambers' Journal or Blackwood' Magazine.

In the preceding observations, I have stated the pn-
cipal sources and means of diffusion of this tale in Great
Britain. 1 will now show that it has been altogether
discredited by the most eminent British toxicologists;
not, I opine, indifferently represented by Drs Taylor,
Christison, Pereira, and Rees.

In the last edition of Dr. Pereira's Materia .3fedica, we
have the opinions, on this subject, of the author himself,
and of his editors, Drs. Alfred Taylor and Owen Rees.
We here, in the first place, cite the author's text:-
" We are gravely told that the country people of Upper
Styria, in Austria, use arsenic as a condiment for many
kinds of food-for example, cheese; and a healthy peasant
himself tells us, that hc was accustomed to take two grains
of arsenic daily, without which, he assures us, he could not
live! In further proof of the strengthening action of arsenic,
Vogt says that it promotes the appetite, the activity, and
the power of )Id enfeebled horses, and mentions that Jiiger
noticed the same effects on a pigeon. To the first of these
statements, namely, the beneficial effects of arsenic as a
condiment, I do not give credence; and, with respect to
the action of arsenic on horses, every well informed veteri-
narian knows that this substance operates on these animals
as a poison."

In the editorial note, Drs. Taylor and Rees reject the
following "undisputed fact" as incredible. "This ab-
surd and incredible statement, regarding the nutritious
and beneficial properties of arsenic, has been lately re-
vived and placed in an attractive form by an English
chemist. (Chemistry of Common Life, by F. W. John-
ston, m.A., F.R.S., etc.) The question, however, is not one
of chemistry, but of physiology and pathology; and in this
point of view, the so-called 'undisputed facts' regarding
the benefits derived from arsenic-eating have been rejected
by all authors of repute...... It would have been more
satisfactory to the public and the profession, and a good
proof of the author's sincere belief in the truth of these
Styrian tales. had he in the first instance tried the effects
of a few doses." The editors further observe, that the
publication of such a statement, " unconfirmed, as it is, by
those who have had large and ample experience on the
subject of poisoning by arsenic, is only likely to be produc-
tive of great mischief."
The mischievous purposes hinted at as those to which this

fable maybe applied, are the perpetration of secret poisoning,
and its defence; the countenance it will afford to burial-
club monsters; the cloak it may throw over crime.

Dr. Christison, in his account of the " Wooler poisong
case", published in the Ediznburg,fMonthly Journal, Jan.
and Feb. 1856, has made some pertinent observations with
reference to the alleged Styrian arsenic eaters-observations
which arc deserving of attentive consideration; and are
therefore here quoted at length. " I presume that all
medical men, experienced in the use of arsenic as a
remedy, will treat the story of the Styrian arsenic
eaters as a pure fable. It is undeniable, that, as phy-
sicians use it, a dose of a sixteenth of a grain twice
of thrice a day, given for the cure of certain chronic cu-
taneous diseases, will generally begin, in four or five weeks,
to excite symptoms, which if neglected, will lead on to poi-
soning; and that the human body, instead of becoming ha-
bituated to these doses, as in the case of opium, tobacco,
and some other vegetable poisons, acquires in reality a
greater, and not a less, sensitiveness by its action. Never-
theless we are asked to believe that the Styrian moun-
taineer comes, by long practice, to take so much as three or
four grains daily, not only without injury, but even with the
effect of heightening the complexion, freshening the coun-
tenance, and improving the wind, so that no mountain
steep is long enough to blow him: and that, in fact he
ouly sustains injury when he abandons the habit; and tL
truly he is apt to die."
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aOne is entitled to expect that so novel and startling a
fit, so dangerous if false, so revolutionary if true, would be
admitted only upon proof proportioned to its improbability.
Far from it. Like other marvels, the more marvellous, the
more facile its reception. It is picked up irL a province
of a country where medical men are more numerous, more
learned, more inquisitive, more addicted to inquire into the
wonderful, than perhaps any other country in Europe.
Nevertheless, the first and only authority for the fact, in its
details, is a professed traveller, Von Tschudi; who after
visiting the New World and describing its wonders, returns
to retail even greater worders in the Old. So far as I can
discover ... Von Tschudi describes merely what he was
told, and personally tested nothing. He did not even see
any clear skinned Styrian peasant take his frightful dose,
or afterwards scale his lofty mountain. Yet upon such
sorry authoritv, the fact appears without challenge or hesi-
tation, for the first time, I believe, in detail iu an English
dress in Chambers' Journal. Thence it is transferred into
various other public channels of information, gathering. as
it rolls, till at last one source of intelligence for the
community apprises the world, that " it is a very common
practice in some parts of the Continent-in Germany,
Hungary, and the Tyrol-for persons of all classes to take
arsenic in minute quantities as a tonic and stimulant! "

These strictures of Professor Christison possess great
weight, as being the deliberate conclusions of one long dis-
tinguished by his intimate acquaintance with the pro-
perties of poisonous substances.
A physician in Vienna, Dr. Wurmb, has expressed

similar opinions. These have been communicated to the
ASsoCIATION JOURNAL (Nov. 18.55), by Dr. George N.
Balfour. Dr. Wurmb says that this statement is without
foundation-hat keinen grund. Dr. Wurmb, practising at
Vienna, may be supposed to be as capable of learning the
truth of such statements as those residing at great dis-
tances.

It is, moreover, a very significant circumstance, that no
countenance of this wonderful trick of poison eating is to be
found in either Henke's Zeitschrift fuir Staatsarzneikiende;
-nor in Casper's Viert4ejakrschrift fiir Gericlatliche Jlfedi-
cin-nor in the Deutsche Zeitckriift fiir Gerichtliche Mfedi-
cin-nor in the Annales d'Hygicne-nor in the Journal de
ChimiecJIdicale-all ofwhich journals devote the whole or a
portion of their pages to toxicology, and are the exponents
of continental medico-legal and toxicological science. Such
silence is ominous, and goes far to confirm the reasonable
doubts of those who receive such wonders after transmission
thiough so many hands.

[To be conttinued.]

CASES OF LITHOTRITY AND LITHOTOMY.

By DrAPER MACKINDER, M.D., Fellow of the Royal Medical
and Chirurgical Society, etc., Gainsborouglh, Lincolnshire.

THrE operations of lithotomy and lithotrity having been
a good deal discussed of late, the two following cases will
not probably be wholly destitute of interest, more espe-
cially the latter, which is very uncommon, if not without
parallel.

CASH I. Lithotrity in a Female. AT. Martin, aged 23
years, a spirited, intelligent, and active little woman, a
servant in a public house, consulted me, in September last,
for a pain at the lower part of the abdomen, which fre.
quently became excruciating, and a weight and constant
straining and desire to micturate. Ever since her child-
hood she had been subject to paroxysms of pain; but from
the inattention of her mother, and, subsequently, her own
false delicacy, no medical advice had been obtained until a
few weeks before I saw her, when, in consequence of an
augmentation of her sufferings, she sought the opinion of
an elderly practitioner, who thought he could cure her with
medicine. Not having, however, derived any benefit from
the treatment which had been adopted, she allowedme to ecx-

plore the bladder, when a calculus was discvered, of about
the size of a duck's egg. She had of course tried various
domestic and empirical remedies, not the least pernicious
of which was brandy and water, which she had been in-
duced to drink liberally early in the morning, for the pur-
pose of gaining temporary relief.
On September 27th, assisted by Mr. Septimus Lowe and

Mr. Jacobson (and afterwards by Dr. Baxter and Mr.
Towle), I performed lithotrity, while the patient was under
the influence of chloroform. The irritation that followeed
was not more than might have been anticipated, and was
relieved by opiates. I operated again on October 12th
and 20th, Noveumber 5th, December 10th and 28th,
January 12th and 2.5th, February 4th and 25th, in all ten
times, crushing the stone on an average seven times at
each operation. The calculus was an alternating one, the
triple phosphate formingf its chief ingredient. When dried-
the detritus weighed fifteen drachms.

This was a very instructive case, not only on account of
the great suffering which the poor young woman had en-
dured for so long a period, with so little absolute mischief
to her general health, but from the quantity of chloroform
necessary to induce anisthesia. She generally inhaled an
ounce, and more than once the resulting depression was so
great, that it was thought expedient to protract the periods
of its administration. Twice, an ounce was consumed with
no better effiect than the production of talkative excitement.
I have observed, indeed, in many other cases, that when the
patient gets into a very talkative humour, it is almost
useless to persevere with chloroform. This young wo-
man informed me on these two occasions, after half an.
ounce had been inhaled, that it was useless to con-
tinue, as she felt that she could not go to sleep. Twice.
this operation was postponed by the appearance of the
catamenia.
M. M. has been in perfect health ever since the last por-

tioiI of calculus passed away, and feels herself "a new
being". The external layers of the calculus were composed
of the triple phosphate, and the internal, according to the
analysis of Mr. John Lowe of Edinburgh, of uric acid and
oxalate of lime.

CASE ii. Lithotomzy. William Gilby, aged 9 years, came
under my care in January 1854, when I was requested to
devise some means of curing him of what was considered a
mere dirty habit of wetting the bed, for which he had been
punished many times without avail. On perceiving an
elongation of the prepuce, and hearing the boy's statement
that he had a constant inclirnation to urinate, and often
the most intense pain, which I soon had an opportunity of
observing, I passed a sound into the bladder, and discovered
a stone, which by its acute ring, I believed to be a mul-
berry calculus. It was situated above the pubis, and never
changed its position, though it was struck by the sound
(which it scratched), many times prior to its removal.
The urethra was small, and its dilatation caused so much
suffering that I was compelled to have a staff made for me,
those in common use being too large.
On January 25th, assisted by Mlessrs. Jepson, Sharp,

and Jacobson, I performed lithotomy by the lateral opera-
tion, the boy being aniusthised by chloroform. On intro-
ducing the forceps into the bladder, I found that I could
not extract the calculus, though I could feel it; which
convinced me, as I had previously suggested to my medical
coadjutors, that it was encysted. I then passed the fore-
finger of my right hand into the bladder, and with my left
bore heavily on the abdomen, when I could distinctly feel
the cyst or pouch, from which a portion of the calculus pro-
truded. By a little manipulation I was fortunately enabled
to dislodge the stone, which fell into the bladder, and was
extracted with ease. It was a beautiful mulberry calculus,
weighing exactly three drachms. The little fellow did well,
and was cured in six weeks.

REMARKS. Whilst this patient was under my care,
he had two attacks of spasmodic croup, one a week
or two prior to, and the other about a week after, the
operation. The first, I referred to the irritation proa
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preference, and both died of cholera. Two remarkable in-
stances of comparative exemption in the same locality of
persons not partaking of this, but of other water, prove
the same truth conversely. In the workhouse in Poland
Street, out of 530 inmates, only 5 had cholera; the other
cases of cholera were brought from without. Here the
Broad Street pump water was never partaken of; but there
was a well on the premises, besides a supply of water ob-
tained from the Grand Junction Water Works. Secondly, in
the brewery in Broad Street, out of 70 workmen employed,
only two had slight attacks of cholera. The reason was, they
drank little or no water, but malt liquor, and, besides, there
was a well on the premises. The pump water was, then,
the cause of this cholera; and it has now been shown
that, on the day preceding the outbreak, a boy had had
cholera in an opposite house, the water closet pipe of which
passed about three feet from the well pipe, that the mortar
work between the two pipes was defective, and that thus
there was a communication allowing admixture of their
contents.

So far, therefore, as these facts go, they appear to shew
that the choleraic matters in solution in water do com-
municate the disease. But the mass of other evidence in
the same direction, recorded by Dr. Snow, has proved this
to demonstration. The immediate poison being a ferment.
hitherto undiscoverable, because too minute even for the
most powerful microscope of the day, Dr. Snow calls it a
cholera cell; but, after all, the action of this cell is the
same as that of a ferment. It is a distinction of words
without a difference in meaning,.
The examinations of waters in choleraic seasons may be

thus detailed; and I have adopted a tabular form especially,
as bringing the points of difference between the water from
our companies, or from wells, or pumps, more saliently
forward.

Water Companies. Pump Water or Wells.
1. Contained organic matter, 1. The same, exceptinghairs

dead and living, annelida, en- and starchy matter, among
tomostraca, infu>soria, confer- most wells. But deep wells,
yse, dromidacei, diatomacee, and spring water, were remark-
fungi, hairs of animals, starchy ably free from organic matter.
matter, dead and decaying Insome there was total absence.
fragments of vegetable tissue. In a fewv, as Wadden water,

and Painham water, there were
afeweonfervie, dromidaceEe,and
diatomacese, but no futgi.

2. No animal peculiar to 2. Ibid. This body was also
cholera was found. One kind found in the Golden Square
only gave room for suspicion, pump water.
but it has been found since in
harmless waters; viz., a brown,
fat, lenticular, moving, spiral-
like body.

3. Vibriones also abound. 3. The same.
4. The purest of the metro- 4. In sonie sewage matter

politan waters was that of the was found. In the water of two
Lambeth Water Company; the pumps especially in Putney-in
impurest was that of the South- Price's Folly and Creek Build-
wark andVauxhall. In the lat- ings.
ter, there were visible quantities
of fincal matters.

5. In some of the water of the 5. Not found.
Southwark and Vauxhall, Lam-
beth, and West Middlesex Com-
panies, animalcules were found,
which exist only in brackish
waters, showing admixture of
sea water, viz., the tritrychia,
trigma, melosura inemuloides,
and coscinodiscus eccentricus.

Typhus and Typhoid Fever. These are two diseases
Which have for centuries infected this country, and which
may, I fear, be traced to a similar origin-cesspool water.
In proof of this, I shall first adduce the example of the
fever at Hastings, which I before detailed to the Society.
The first case occureed in a large room in the uppermost
story of one of the largest and best ventilated houses in
St. Leonard's, on the Hastings side. There does not appear

to have been any other cases of typhus in the place before,
and I am also bound to add that this patient had not, so

far as could be collected from inquiry in this point, been
exposed to typhoid contagion. In this house, however, a
woman-the cook to the family, and the inhabitant of this
upper room-was seized with fever, which soon passed into
malignant typhus. Owing to insufficient attendance, and
by reason of the water-closet being placed two stories lower
down, the evacuations from this woman's bowels, which
were fearfully offensive, were frequently retained in tha
room for nearly a whole day before removal. The crisis in
this fever was, in fact, a copious diarrhoea, during which
the pulse fell from about 160 to 90 in the course of a few
hours. Six persons who were living in that house caught
the fever, and one gentleman died. All had feverish symp-
toms, accompanied with copious vomitings; though, in
some, the disease fortunately stopped there. I learnt,
subsequently, that after the house had been purified, two
new visitors, who took the lower rooms, were also seized
with fever. The origin of the discasc was traced to a direct
communication betwen the cistern of the water drunk by the
inmates and the pipe from the water-closet. As the house
was beautifully ventilated, and there was no communica-
tion between many of those who caught the fever, it is
most probable that the disease was produced in the sick by
the drinking of the polluted water. A similar result has been.
observed in other cases of typhus. My information, how-
ever, on this subject is necessarily meagre. I applied to
Dr. Corrigan, of Dublin, to know whether such an effect
had ever been noticed in the Richmond Fever Hospital.
' In a fever hospital", he remarks, " there is such cleanliness
observed, that there is little exposure to the action of fsces,
and the purity of the water supplied would certainly give
no room for this source of contagion." The Croydon
typhoid fever, which proved so fatal, was due to the water
being impregnated with drains of a very footid character.
This fact has been equally dwelt upon by Drs. Snow and
Richardson. Croydon is gravelly ia its soil, and thus
porous to the transudation of liquid matters. The place,
moreover, like most country places, abounds with cesspools.
Up to the beginning of 1852 the water supplied was ob-
tained from shallow wells and stagnant ponds. in 1852
these were abandoned, and the water supplied from a deep
well, dug fifty feet in the chalk, worked by a steam engine.
Towards the end of 1852, this supply was interfered withb
owing to the new drainage works established by the Board
of Health; the inhabitants had recourse to the old pumps,
wells, and ponds, the former contaminated with cesspool
matters, and the result was a virulent epidemic of typhoid
fever. In the following account of an epidemic, quoted by
Dr. Jenner in his Gulstoniau lectures, the same origm pro-
bably existed. The facts are given on the authority of Dr.
Hunt, of Buffalo.
At North Boston, Erie County, U.S., in 1843, resided

nine families. Taking a tavern for the centre, seven of
the nine lived within an area of one hiundred rods in dia-
meter. AUl the inhabitants, with the exception of the
members of one family, were in the habit of frequenting
the tavern. A feud existed between the master of that one
and the tavern keeper. A man labouring under typhoid
fever-a disease previously unknown at North Boston-
took up his residence at the tavern September 21st, and
died October 29th. Between October 19th and December
7th, twenty-eight persons in this little community had
typhoid fever. Three families only escaped the disea.se,
viz., the two residing the farthest from the tavern, and that
of the man who had a quarrel with the tavern keeper, and,
consequently, never visited at his house. Now, a fact of
interest in this case is, that all the families in which the
disease appeared drew their supply of water from the well
of the tavern, while two out of three that escaped had their
water from other sources. The man at feud with the
taven keeper was accused of having poisoned the well of
the tavern. He resided nearer than any of the others to
the tavern. None who visited the village simply for the
purpose of rendering assistance to the inhabitants con-
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